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A renowned Irish journalist said that the heady rise and abrupt fall of Ireland’s ‘Celtic 
Tiger’1 economy, , made “Icarus look surprisingly boring” (O’Toole 2010, 10). In the 
aftermath of the 2008 global financial crisis, the Irish State effectively socialised the 
astronomical debts of private banks (McDonough and Loughrey 2009), which 
required a ‘bail out’ programme from the so-called Troika – consisting of the 
European Central Bank, International Monetary Fund and European Commission – to 
be put in place.2 Since then, the Irish public has been exposed to extensive, austerity-
driven policies and a repetitive mantra from politicians and mainstream media that the 
protracted austerity programme pursued was vital if Ireland was to satisfy ‘the 
markets’, ‘reduce the deficit’ and ‘regain economic competitiveness’. Moreover, 
vulnerable groups have been scapegoated as parasitic on a system that, they argue, 
can no longer afford them or support their requirements in terms of housing, 
healthcare, education, pension provision and social security. Yet as Allen (2009) 
points out, it was dominant class interests that turned Ireland’s ‘economic miracle’ 
into a catastrophe for a substantial portion of the Irish population.  
In this context, we ruminate on how certain (protest) songs can tell us 
something important about (in this case) Irish society and the political sphere. While 
some critics argue that the political meaning of music cannot be located in a song text 
(Negus 1996) we argue that in many cases it is the critical place from where to start. 
To this end, we focus primarily on specific song lyrics that act as counter narratives 
by critically examining the hegemonic neo-liberal view of contemporary social and 
political issues, thereby making a case for recognizing the potential of song lyrics as a 
social intervention, and not just a social commentary or social record.   
The songs that form the basis of this chapter were written and performed by 
popular Irish recording artist Damien Dempsey, whom we have interviewed for this 
piece.3 In the early 1990s, as a young singer-song writer from a Northside Dublin, 
working-class background, Dempsey began adapting Irish ballads, infusing these 
forms with influences from other protest genres, and seeking to draw attention to 
inequality in Ireland, even as the country was apparently experiencing an economic 
 ‘boom’. Growing in stature over the next two decades, Damien Dempsey has never 
stopped writing or singing songs to counter inequality or injustice, championing a 
particular post-colonial inflected, cosmopolitan ‘Irishness’ that places community, 
love, and social engagement at its heart. To place Dempsey at the centre of a narrative 
of artist as a subversive, critical citizen, offers a way of understanding the power of a 
working-class, Irish voice to sensuously and uncompromisingly perform and embody 
protest. Dempsey has forged what we term ‘a new Irish cosmopolitanism’, which on 
one hand moves him beyond insular nationalist and regional, post-colonial Irish 
concerns, while on the other deeply and unashamedly acknowledges and situates 
Dempsey within his own local, working-class Irish experiences, thereby allowing his 
protestation to work at both a local and translocal level. 
Our discussion here focuses specifically on two of Dempsey’s songs (‘Celtic 
Tiger’ and ‘Community’), and illustrates how counter-hegemonic discourses 
concerning economic boom periods and the ‘age of austerity’ are inscribed by means 
of a semiotic, musical and contextual reading of these tracks. Of particular importance 
is the “grain of the (working class) voice” (Barthes, 1977); a codified style, with 
particular techniques and local accents which are in the service of communication, 
representation and expression. These ideas are interpolated into Dennisoff’s (1968) 
categorisation of protest song as ‘magnetic’ or ‘rhetorical’ We conclude Dempsey’s 
protest songs operate as both, for he is a persistent, consistent authentic voice for the 
working class and his lyrics and performances persuade through the use of a series of 
well-worn yet effective rhetorical devices which rely, in part, upon his local Dublin 
accent, hybridised with transnational rap forms. Song structure, style and historical 
allusions all play their part in our analysis. But first we provide some social, 
economic and political context to this period in Irish history, focussing, in particular 
on the rise of neo-liberalism and on the ‘place’ of class in Irish society.  
  
Ireland a middle-class nation? 
Irish society is often self-imagined as a classless society and class-based discourses 
have historically been frowned on in the public arena. There is a shared acceptance of 
neoliberal principles and those ideological differences that do exist between the two 
main center-right political parties (Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael) are framed as 
competing versions of  post-civil war Nationalist ideologies rather than as class-based 
allegiances (Coakley, 1999). Indeed, all mainstream Irish political parties practice a 
 clientelist politics (Gallagher & Komito, 1999), which individualizes problems rather 
than seeing them in class terms, in the process stunting “the political development and 
consciousness of the economically dominated classes” (Hazelkorn, 1986, 339 cited in 
Gallagher & Komito 1999, 227).  
Despite the prevalence of common-sense understandings of a classless society, 
class inequality has been, and remains a significant element of Irish Society (Tovey, 
Share, & Corcoran, 2007, 171). The myth of a classless Ireland was perpetuated most 
strongly during the “Celtic Tiger” economic boom. Populist economic commentators 
such as David McWilliams (2005, 15) argued that  
the nation is blurring and the most significant aspect of this is 
in class. Ireland is becoming the most middle-class, suburban 
nation in Europe and the most startling development… has 
been the rapid social mobility the country is experiencing… 
We are now a middle-class nation.  
 
It is true that since the 1970s, Ireland’s occupational structure upgraded to one based 
on industry and service provision — a transformation that allowed considerable 
mobility to the professional and managerial classes. However, there is strong evidence 
that the relative advantages enjoyed by more affluent socioeconomic groups were 
largely maintained in spite of the social mobility that McWilliams (2005) alluded to. 
Indeed, Whelan & Layte (2007) found that while absolute mobility increased during 
the 1990s and early 2000s, “relative mobility and equality of opportunity stayed stable 
over time.” Tellingly, they reported that disparities in opportunities between those at 
either end of the socioeconomic ladder were “greater in Ireland than in other 
European countries” (Tovey, Share, & Corcoran 2007, 171). 
Allen (cited in Tovey et al., 2007, 171) argues that inequality in Ireland “… is 
ideologically articulated by key opinion forming groups as a feature of life that only 
applies to the socially excluded.” In essence, blame for social and economic exclusion 
is placed squarely at the feet of those that experience it. Allen (1999, 39) quite 
correctly argues that such an understanding maintains the existing class structure and 
is the preserve of “a contented majority versus a socially excluded minority,” in that it 
fails to recognize the relationship between middle-class advantage and the social 
exclusion of others in our society. Ireland still has a “high degree of economic 
inequality” and significant sections of the Irish population continue to “experience 
deprivation and exclusion as a result of inadequate financial resources” (Tovey et al., 
2007, 178–180). Such evidence unravels the myth of a classless Ireland, even at the 
 height of the economic boom. In reality, the Irish class structure4 is much the same as 
that in other countries in which neoliberal policies have come to dominate.  
 
Boom & Bust in Ireland - Hegemonic Discourses 
During the period of the Celtic tiger boom Irish banks progressively availed of cheap 
money, loaned by European banks, to increasingly fund property speculation (Allen 
2009, 48), with the resulting construction boom creating a huge economic dividend 
for many.  
The illusion of Ireland’s economic miracle (see Share and Corcoran, 2010) 
was brutally exposed however, when global finance capitalism crashed in 2008 (O’ 
Flynn et al. 2014). A programme of austerity that followed saw cuts to services and a 
number of new levies and taxes being introduced. The government of the day (and the 
subsequent government) “justified its actions in terms of ‘tough choices’ made in the 
‘national interest’” (O’ Flynn et al. 2013, 164). In 2010, Ireland, faced with a 
sovereign debt crisis, entered into a ‘programme’ and received funding from the 
‘Troika’, in the process becoming the most (bank) debt burdened country in the EU. 
(Taft, 2013a cited in O’Flynn et al. 2014, 924). Interestingly, government ministers 
denied that this was happening even after the IMF representative Ajay Chopra had 
arrived in Dublin. The dominant commentary was that the Irish population 
submissively accepted all of the ‘mature sacrifices’ that our government expected of 
its people. Indeed, the then Finance Minister, Brian Lenihan, declared in April 2009 
that “the steps taken had impressed our partners in Europe, who are amazed at our 
capacity to take pain. In France you would have riots if you tried this” (Irish Times 
2009).  
Both the austerity policies and the decision to pay the socialised private 
banking debt are rooted in Neoliberal ideology, which seeks to “frame and shape 
individuals’ perceptions and preferences so as to pre-empt challenges to the status 
quo” (Glasberg 2011, 48). In the early stages of the economic crash it was difficult for 
those who were ultimately responsible to deflect blame away from themselves, 
though this was not the case for long. In September 2008, Minister Lenihan, stated 
“we decided as a people, collectively, to have this property boom’, or to put it another 
way, ‘we all partied’” (cited in Kerrigan 2012). McCullagh (2010, 45) argues that this 
“discursive fight back” found favour with the business sector almost immediately and 
gradually became the “common-sense” understanding of what had happened. Multi-
 billion Euro bank debts suddenly became ‘our debts’ – an ‘obligation’ that had to be 
‘honoured’ as a matter of ‘national pride’ and ‘reputation’ (McCarthy 2012). In 2012 
the leader of the goverment Taoiseach Enda Kenny5 , departed from the script when 
telling the citizens of Ireland during a televised ‘state of the nation’ address that they 
were not to blame for the economic crisis. Yet, soon afterwards, while addressing an 
international business and political audience at Davos, Kenny again democratised 
blame by stating that the Irish people “all went a bit mad with borrowing” 
(Independent.ie 2012). 6  This discourse of democratising blame (alongside the 
denigration of other scapegoats such as public sector workers) was also utilised in 
order to rationalise calls for the state to tackle ‘waste’ and excessive social spending 
on the welfare state (McCullagh 2010, 50), at a time when the people of Ireland were 
no longer the masters of their economic destiny.  . The implementation of successive 
austerity budgets in conjunction with the repayment of banking debt produced 
massive social consequences for (in particular the most vulnerable) people in this 
country, which are likely to continue as long as this unsustainable debt remains.7 
 
Counter Hegemonic Discourses 
In the mid-2000s, when the ‘Celtic Tiger’ economy was roaring there were very few 
voices sounding warnings about where this would all end, and if and when these 
dissenters tried to raise the issue, there was a tendency to silence them again very 
quickly. In 2006, an economist, Morgan Kelly predicted that the Irish property market 
was about to crash spectacularly with all that this would entail for the wider economy.  
In July 2007, the then Taoiseach Bertie Ahern criticized those who he saw as ‘talking 
down the economy’. He said that “Sitting on the sidelines, cribbing and moaning is a 
lost opportunity. I don't know how people who engage in that don't commit suicide”.8 
Similarly, there was a huge negative reaction to an RTE9 television programme Future 
Shock: Property Crash, in which the Deputy Editor of the Sunday Business Post 
newspaper, Richard Curran, assessed the role of banks and other institutions in 
predicting a potential collapse of the Irish property market. 
In contrast to the situation during the boom, the government’s response to the 
financial crisis gave rise to a number of initiatives which, explicitly intended to 
expedite the development of a political consciousness and militancy, which were 
required for the development of mass resistance (see O’ Flynn et al. 2013 for an 
excellent overview of these initiatives) to the imposition of austerity. Moreover, 
 widespread discontent amongst the population, found savage expression in the 2011 
general election, when the Fianna Fail-led government was annihilated at the ballot 
box. A new coalition government, comprising Fine Gael and Labour, was elected and 
immediately reneged on election promises such as ‘burning bank bond holders’. 
Accordingly, we are in agreement with O’Flynn et al. (2014, 923) who argue that  
the Irish government is administering a neoliberal (class) 
project of accumulation by dispossession (Harvey 2005), 
where ‘savings’ (cuts to social welfare, incomes and basic 
public services) are accompanied by increases in levies and 
taxation that were previously deemed ‘obscene’ by these very 
same politicians when in opposition (see Kerrigan 2012).  
 
Against this backdrop, the 2014 local elections were a major setback for Fine Gael 
and the Labour Party. In comparison to the 2009 local election results Fine Gaels’ 
share of first preference votes dropped by 10.7% resulting in the loss of 105 seats, 
while the Labour Party saw their share of first preference votes decline by 7% with 81 
seats being lost. Were those bearing the brunt of austerity beginning to develop a 
political consciousness? 
 
Damien Dempsey - A Class Warrior? 
Born into a working-class background (his father was a panel-beater and his mother 
held a number of different jobs), Damien Dempsey grew up in the working-class 
Northside Dublin suburb of Donaghmede. His repertoire has consistently championed 
working-class values and spoken out on the issues that affect the vulnerable in 
society. Dempsey has on numerous occasions spoken of his youth as being 
characterised by feelings of isolation, and marginalisation (see for example Dara 
McCluskey’s documentary ‘It's All Good: The Damien Dempsey Story’, 2003). 
Accordingly, we would argue that his life experiences and upbringing in 
Donaghmede, has ultimately instilled in him a desire to question / protest against 
(through his artistic endeavour) what he considers to be an unequal social and 
political order. 
Many recording artists are acutely aware of the barriers which make it 
increasingly difficult to take a counter hegemonic stance on many social issues. 
Morrissey for example has stated that to be a “successful’ artist means blindly 
conforming to hegemonic discourses and ideologies and certainly not questioning the 
validity of the status quo” (Edwards 2006). Yet some artists are prepared to sacrifice 
 potential commercial success for what they believe to be the right thing to do and / or 
say. In that context, Dempsey claimed in a Sunday Times (2012) interview that 
Sinead O’ Connor had given him the strength to say what he thinks is wrong with the 
world. Dempsey clarified why he had made this claim in an interview which we 
conducted with him in 2013.  
To the detriment of her career at the time she spoke up, tore up 
the picture of the pope. Christy (Moore) as well, he couldn’t 
get played on the radio or the TV for years because of his 
stance on what was happening in the H-Blocks and all you 
know. They are proper soul singers for me. They would have 
sacrificed their careers, their money making abilities to say 
what they want to say. To speak out against what they felt was 
wrong. 
 
Dublin is deeply implicated in his music, as his connection to place and local 
identity is profoundly felt and reproduced in his songs (Stokes 1997). Dempsey has 
always been generous in paying tribute to his musical influences.  An inheritor of a 
rich urban Irish ballad tradition, Dempsey’s webpage proclaims his primary 
influences to be Luke Kelly and Ronnie Drew of The Dubliners fame.  Irish protest 
singer Christy Moore is also listed, as is the traditional musician and collector Andy 
Irvine. These men’s ‘kin outside of Ireland’ are cited as shaping Dempsey’s sound 
and include ‘Springsteen and Guthrie, Dylan and Marley’.10  It is clear from this list 
that vernacular folk song is a defining influence for Dempsey but the inclusion of Bob 
Marley11 at the end hints at the huge creative and political influence of the reggae 
artist on the young Dempsey. 
In the year 2000 Dempsey released his first full-length album, the title of 
which would signal the kinds of thematic concerns that would preoccupy him 
throughout his career. They Don’t Teach This Shit in School contained a track entitled 
‘Dublin Town’ but also spoke to broader concerns, including emigration (in ‘NYC 
Paddy’) and post-colonial concerns (in the powerful song ‘Colony’, an impassioned 
ballad that speaks to the common bonds between all colonized peoples - see Power et 
al. 2017). In 2003, Dempsey’s second full-length album Seize the Day was released 
and it is this album that captures a particular critical moment in Dempesy’s output, 
evidencing his collaboration with Sinéad O’Connor, who features on the album and 
on the song we analyse in the following section, ‘Celtic Tiger’.12 
 As the rest of this chapter will demonstrate, Dempsey has produced songs 
 and lyrics (in particular) which strive to create an alternative cultural text, and these 
acts of rebellion (no matter how small), which re-imagine people and places, serve to 
challenge the dominant discourse of the impact of a hegemonic neo-liberal political 
ideology on Irish society. In essence his work should be seen as “the expression of 
a…political sensibility… that is appalled at living in a society that venerates the few 
while seeking to humiliate the many” (Coulter 2010, 168). He might not make much 
difference in practical terms but “if people can discover literature though pop music 
then why not politics? Sometimes a seed needs only to be sown” (Pye 1984).  
 
Re-imagining 'Celtic Tiger' Ireland 
In examining the two protest songs which this chapter focuses upon we are 
especially interested in the play between structure and meaning (Brackett 2002; 
Negus 1996), how the music and lyrics complement or contradict each other, and 
how this relates to the wider socio-cultural positioning of the song (Clayton et al, 
2003; Cook 1998).  
 ‘Celtic Tiger’, written by Dempsey, was released in 2003 as a response to 
what he saw as the societal challenges brought about by the rise of the so-called 
‘Celtic Tiger’ economic phenomenon13. The album on which it appeared reached 
number five in the Irish charts on its release and has since achieved multiple 
platinum status. As such, the song offers a very powerful counter (cultural) message 
to the dominant discourse concerning the boom. In order to reveal the complex layers 
at work and embodied in the performance, we focus on the recorded track, 
performing a reading of its structure, style and content. Ultimately, the position 
established by Dempsey in his performance of this song, and the ‘tone’ employed in 
his delivery (through direct and accessible lyrics, largely performed in a rap style 
underpinned by reggae micro-rhythms, yet still with a strong Dublin/Irish accent), is 
probed in order to demonstrate Dempsey’s powerful critique and exposure of what 
he saw as rising inequality during the boom.  
This song is a hybrid form – a cross between rap and ballad – a contemporary 
urban folk song. The lyrics are for the most part ‘spoken’ in four-square rhyme with 
all the musical interest in the chord structures and the iconic sound of the mandolin, 
Irish tin whistle, flute, etc.  The only real melody is found in the ‘chorus’ line which is 
the reiteration of ‘so greedy, greedy, greedy, greedy’ which follows a downward 
melodic curve – echoing Ireland’s slippage into a state of corruption and greed. 
 Rap-format is an ideal way to offer critique and protest as it emerged from the 
urban disenfranchised – originally from African American ghettos where poverty and 
structural inequality abound and which generates its own poetics out of the conditions 
of everyday life and social engagement (Krims 2000; Turino 2008), but now speaking 
as much from class positions as racialized ones (though Dempsey has referenced 
north-side Dubliners as the Blacks of Dublin – an idea borrowed from The 
Commitments writer Roddy Doyle). In taking on this style of singing and making it 
his own, Dempsey is making a strong connection with black subculture while at the 
same time pointing out the universality of poverty that may be racially informed in 
some cases, but is more critically informed by class and social inequality.14 
The song is delivered in a strong Northside Dublin accent15 but the words are 
clear and the pulsing rhythm makes the delivery all the more potent.  Crucially, it is 
the structural and intertextual references to Irish ballad and songs that make this a 
distinctly local form. This is born out, in particular, in Dempsey’s Hiberno-English 
turn of phrase throughout and in his use of potent tropes from older narrative songs of 
and about Ireland. The song opens up with a four-chord guitar riff that operates as the 
main underpinning harmonic structure (even ostinato figure) for the whole song. 
Beginning with the syncopated, falling, minor melodic line “so greedy, greedy, 
greedy, greedy, greedy”, sung by Dempsey in a full and wholesome baritone, this 
repetitive, chant-like figuration insists the Celtic Tiger has been about one thing – 
greed.  It is a refrain which almost bookends the song, preceding the final chorus 
which gradually peters out into an ‘ah’ vocal that is treated to a decidedly sean-nós 
ornamental flavouring, connecting Dempsey to his indigenous traditions.16  
Dempsey sings “It's the tale of the two cities on the shamrock shore... ‘Cos if 
you are poor you'll be eaten for sure”. In his 2003 book, Far From the Shamrock 
Shore’ music scholar Mick Moloney traces representations (in song form) of Ireland 
and Irish migration to the United States. The evocation of the ‘Shamrock Shore’, a 
familiar figuration from Irish balladry operates in two ways here.  It links this song 
with other ballad genres, demonstrating Dempsey’s keen awareness of where he sees 
his song belonging (in spite of it essentially being a rap) – within a genre that has for 
hundreds of years been a locus for recording and commentating upon / protesting 
about historical events. 17  But ‘Shamrock Shore’ is also used with a sense of 
perversion here. It is a kind of mirage; for just as emigrants were forced to leave 
Ireland’s green shore for a better life during and after the famine years of 1845-47, 
 now Ireland has become a place that one might need to escape, but only if one has the 
means to do so.  The ‘Tale of two cities’ speaks to two classes – the wealthy and the 
poor, evoking the classic Dickens’ novel of the same title that saw the poor rise up 
against the ruling class.18 If there was any doubt about this reference, the next line 
clarifies it: “please sir, can I have some more?”19 
The chorus is based around the chanted refrain “Hear the Celtic Tiger roar - I 
want more” which is repeated but is also framed and interpolated by a series of 
biblically-inspired lines20 sung by the often controversial singer-songwriter Sinéad 
O’Connor, a huge champion of Dempsey and another Dublin-based performers, who 
has unabashedly spoken out against a number of societal challenges in Ireland. As 
Dempsey speaks of the insatiable appetite of the Celtic Tiger which roars “I want 
more”, O’Connor initially sweetly and smoothly sings, in a repeated, downward, step-
wise melodic line that hints of simple plainchant: 
 
I am your God you see 
And you shall not have any 
Other god but me 
Any other god but me21 
 
Her delivery gets stronger and more insistent after each iteration, as the song 
progresses. Dempsey’s and O’Connor’s styles of delivery contrast, while 
simultaneously complimenting each other, illustrating how differences can combine 
into a powerful force. The song constitutes a wholesale protest against the negative 
impacts of this greed, particularly in terms of how it has created a two-tiered society 
in Ireland. Dempsey’s critique is very much focussed on the government’s fiscal 
policy of the time. Reference is made to Ireland having the “fastest growing inflation 
rate in the world” and the rising cost of living in the country (“this isn't any age for a 
low income wage”) during this economic boom. The most interesting aspect of the 
song is its protest against the housing policies which were being pursued at this point 
in time. He sings 
The cost of a run-down house is absurd… 
A couple with kids can't afford a place to live,  
Even if they have a good job… 
 
It seems that even if you are a good neoliberal citizen (i.e. in full-time employment 
and earning a taxable wage), you are still unable to buy yourself a home. “What are 
 we gonna do?”  Dempsey asks us all, on behalf of all the people that cannot afford to 
make ends meet?  “We’ll have to move in with the woman in the shoe” he concludes, 
now clearly and deliberately aligning himself with people that can’t afford to live in 
Ireland, with the people that have borne the brunt of austerity who understand the 
pointlessness of believing in the fairytale. “They're driving us onto the streets”, he 
intones. These lyrics have proved prophetic with Ireland currently experiencing a 
housing crisis and record numbers of people becoming homeless. 
Finally, the lyrics identify who Dempsey feels is responsible, “we're being 
robbed by the builders and the fat cat government”, yet crucially they also identify a 
perceived unequal justice system where white-collar crime is almost never punished  
while the fat cat in government cheats,  
and always gets away with his crime,  
A kid steals a jacket and does time.  
 
Around the time this song was released, certain government members decried the low 
level but nonetheless insistent rumbles about the un-sustainability of this level of 
economic growth. In response, such critics were castigated for being unpatriotic and 
dooms-day citizens (see the example of Morgan Kelly provided earlier). In this 
context O’Connor’s first-commandment-inspired chorus lyrics “I am your God…” 
take on ominous meaning, Money is the new God. What the government says must be 
obeyed.  
Yet what may at first glance appear to be only a subversive and anti-
government protest is, we would argue, actually an exercise in critical citizenship. 
This is Dempsey’s beloved Dublin town. He clearly does not believe that this ‘Celtic 
Tiger’ is good for everyone, quite the opposite, in fact. The economy (not society) is 
fuelled by greed and it is creating a city of haves and ‘have nots’. From a stylistic 
perspective, then, it makes sense that Dempsey, who is known more for his rich 
balladry, would draw upon the lyrical presentational style of rap.   
This song makes a huge cultural contribution to our understanding of the 
boom and bust economic cycle experienced in Ireland as it for example contradicts 
the narrative of two former Taoisigh22, Brian Cowen and Bertie Ahern who have 
essentially argued retrospectively that “no one told us what was really happening” 
with regards to the impact of their governments economic policy. Yet here we had a 
popular Irish recording artist protesting about these issues on his 2003 album ‘Seize 
the Day,’ which was right at the height of the Irish economic boom. 
 Old Materials, New Contexts, Irish Cosmopolitanism 
If ‘Celtic Tiger’ has illustrated anything about Dempsey’s use of the ballad form it is 
that he manages to find new and interesting ways to use older materials. Whether 
rapping in a ballad structure, or using sean-nós ornamentation and nasal vocal 
production (Williams and Ó Laoire 2011), Dempsey’s use of traditional structures 
and sounds may have less to do with the argument that historically, Irish traditional 
music was co-opted to represent the nation and this has persisted (White 1998, 10-
12), and more to do with the sensuousness and groove of the sound produced, though 
these things are not easily separated. Dempsey has therefore ploughed his native 
repertoire for its rich songs of social commentary and has reconfigured the protest 
politics of colonisation for twenty-first century concerns. This relationship between 
music and politics (Qureshi 2002) is evident in a number of his songs23 since ‘Celtic 
Tiger’. In particular, ‘Community’, from the album Almighty Love (2012) which we 
examine next, similarly challenges the hegemony of economy over community; 
deploying many comparable compositional strategies, but crucially, also forging new 
creative pathways. 
 
Community' - Challenging the hegemony of ‘economy’ 
I realised I needed to write something that I felt strongly about, 
that moved me, that I cared about …. I was writing lots of 
songs about the banks and the Government …. But people are 
being bombarded with this negative news about banks and 
government corruption every day… The people won't want a 
parallel running commentary on how they were being 
scammed. They'll want a solution… (Dempsey 2012)  
  
‘Community’, track nine on Almighty Love is a protest song which appeals to us to 
come to our senses, recognise what has been lost by society as a result of greed and 
how that can be redressed through a renewed focus on community. If ‘Celtic Tiger’ 
is a protest song in the vein of hard and trenchant criticism of the way things are (or 
have become), then this song is its natural partner, further outlining the destructive 
impact of economic policy on the population but also, crucially, with its call for 
solidarity, offering a pathway away from these impacts. In essence the song 
underscores the importance of a good community and looking after your family and 
neighbours as a panacea for, and more importantly, structural correction to, the 
devastation wrought by government boom and bust policies that, on one hand, had 
 supported individual ‘greed’ and on the other, had left the most vulnerable to bear 
the brunt of the fall out (Dempsey 2012). It is a Dylanesque repost; where the answer 
is not to be found ‘blowing in the wind’ but rather in what people (particularly in 
Ireland) already have experience of,  and can still get back – ‘community’.  
Sung with a gentler, almost pleading intonation, with his north-side Dublin 
working class accent clearly audible, it is easy to dismiss this song as more of a 
nostalgic longing for a sense of community that Dempsey feels Ireland has lost, and to 
see it as part of his own personal narrative as opposed to having broader relevance. 
Such ‘laments’ for by-gone times have structural precedents in the Irish music 
repertoire, particularly in relation to the loss of the old Gaelic order under colonial 
incursions, song themes with which Dempsey would be intimately familiar, given his 
passion for Irish balladry (as evidenced in his repertoire). Indeed, the narrative song 
form of verse and chorus found in ‘Community’ owes much to the indigenous 
tradition, even if the melodic line of the verses has a contemporary, rock-blues edge 
to it. That said, the modal quality throughout also takes on a distinctly Irish flavour in 
the repetitive fiddle rift which sounds like a fragment of a reel, all of which happens 
against a slowed down, ska-inflected back beat. Ultimately, this is a hybrid song for 
hybrid times, looking back but also forging ahead.  The key point is that as a song 
form, an older, ‘better’ Ireland in the style of celebrated Irish song composer Thomas 
Moore24, is not something lost in the mists of time but rather something that can be 
recuperated, re-imagined and reanimated, using the experience and materials of there, 
here and now. A musical analysis at a deeper, metric level underscores this point, and 
creates a critical matrix for the potent lyrics.   
The song opens with the striking of a metal object (connoting labour, perhaps) 
in an apparent four square pattern. On the entry of the guitar riff, which itself is quite 
circular and circuitous, that metal sound is displaced, or rather resituated into beat two 
of a four beat cycle.  At the same time, there is a distinct, rapid 6/8 feel in the groove 
of the song, pitting a three against four feel, which creates a distinctive pattern that is 
actually the fusion of all of these competing sounds. In musical form, Dempsey’s 
sonic texture evidences how when all the different parts come together, something 
stronger, more meaningful is rendered and that this new sound is of its time, finding 
ways to make all the older parts and the newer parts fit. The ensemble celebrates, 
rather than struggles with contrasts, embracing metric dissonances and making these 
 ‘grooves’, these ‘participatory discrepancies’ (Keil and Feld 1994), generate new 
meaning. 
If the song structure - with its evocation of past, and forward looking present, 
in sonic, generic and metric qualities -  sends a clear message about the materials with 
which one can metaphorically and literally build a better life for people now, then the 
lyrics underscores this in no uncertain terms. Presented in a structure replete with 
internal rhymes it too is a hybrid language, a Hiberno-inflected melodic rap that 
through its gestures, structures, and meanings creates a contemporary voice informed 
by past iterations from within Irish traditions, as well as more recent performative 
elements from genres that are aligned with the working class and urban 
disenfranchised in the form of rap (Krims 2000). 
The song is sung from the narrative position of a young man who hopes for 
love, even though he is not rich, “ain’t got no job or plan” and who asks – would you 
help me? The ‘ain’t’ is not the vernacular of Ireland but rather references linguist 
approaches found in North American vernacular, folk and rap song forms.  He sings 
about the loss of feeling and empathy and the loss of a moral code, which for many 
Irish was previously found in religion:  
All these people, they don’t feel a thing 
They don’t care about their fellow man 
Don’t care about their sins 
 
These lyrics take on additional resonance when considered in the context of the 
following statement from Dempsey   
Where I come from, people couldn’t afford to live up there 
anymore. People who wanted to buy their first house there 
couldn’t afford to. So they had to move out to Cavan and 
Meath25 and the community was getting torn apart. As well as 
that, people got the big loans of money. It turned into 
competition. Who had the most houses, who had the biggest 
holiday home abroad, or who had the biggest SUV and all. 
People started competing against each other. Other people who 
couldn’t afford to live here went down the country, these new 
estates, people didn’t know each other or their neighbours 
(cited in Barry 2012). 
 
In contrast to these boom times, as we documented earlier people in Austerity hit 
Ireland faced significant difficulties in their day to day lives. In this song Dempsey 
offers an insight into what he felt was needed in those austere times. 
 Well we need community 
Through the hard times, us it sees 
When we don’t have much money 
We rely on peoples deeds 
 
The chorus is an appeal for reason and recognition and a plea to people to recognise 
that they already have what is needed in community structure: 
Our strength will be our unity 
If we have unity within a tight-knit community in times of need 
We can face down anything thrown at us by the soulless faceless parasitic 
men of greed 
 
He intones: 
Can you finally see, how much we need community? 
We’ll ignore economies, and become a family 
 
And in an echo of Celtic Tiger, the idea of greed as something that can never be 
satiated is reiterated: “Greed is not deceased. Greed is never pleased”. In protesting 
against greed and harsh judgements of people who are down and out, we argue that 
Dempsey sees the utopian potential in the return to community and appeals for it.  
This is utopia as method, not as fanciful dream. It is Dempsey drawing on all his 
resources - material, moral, and musical - to imagine a better Ireland that can be 
rendered through cooperation, solidarity, and action. In combining an unapologetic 
and historically-informed native perspective with a rallying cry that addresses the 
struggles of disenfranchised people everywhere, Dempsey's call represents a new 
Irish Cosmopolitanism that is not ashamed of its nationalistic past and does not see 
these ideals as being in opposition to global citizenship.   
 
Conclusion 
In presenting Dempsey’s work in this chapter we have demonstrated how one singer 
employs protest song as both a vehicle for social critique and as a prescription for a 
better way of doing things. We have attempted to probe, through a musical/lyrical, 
performative, and contextual analysis of two of his songs, how counter-hegemonic 
discourses concerning economic boom periods and the ‘age of austerity’ are 
circulated. We argue that it is the grain of Dempsey’s strongly accented, working-
class voice, and his commitment to his north-side suburban home of Donaghmede - 
where, amid rampant unemployment, “a generation lies idle in a community 
 struggling to re-establish its identity and sense of self” (www.damiendempsey.com) – 
which contribute to ‘authenticating’ his position as “raconteur of the marginalized” 
(Power 2011, 100).   
Damien Dempsey presents as a complex figure that performs and embodies 
pride in who he is and where he comes from. To be cosmopolitan is to be a citizen of 
the world and not to be limited to just one place, weighed down by local concerns, 
provincial values and perspectives.  In this respect, it might initially seem oxymoronic 
to speak of a ‘cosmopolitan Irishness’ in relation to Damien Dempsey, with his 
locally hewn, North Dublin accent and a gaze looking back to an Irish ballad tradition 
and to a rebel Ireland.  Yet his songs speak to a vision of uniting people at the most 
basic human level, through care, community, solidarity and equality.26  If the Celtic 
Tiger taught one kind of greedy, ersatz cosmopolitanism, we argue that Dempsey 
seeks to replace that with one grounded in the local but with a gaze fixed on the 
global. 
With his working class-background and strong sense of craftsmanship, when it 
comes to creating songs, it might be easy to call Dempsey an artisan rather than view 
him as an artist. The artist is often seen as the production of things of beauty, of 
aesthetic value, of ‘works’ in and of themselves that have intrinsic value (Burnham 
2000). The artisan’s work is seen as more utilitarian, though he or she is also 
concerned with structure and form, with revealing the beauty of the grain.  However, 
for the artisan, the function of a piece is of paramount importance. In this respect, 
Dempsey is arguably more an artisan, and craftsperson, not because of his working 
class roots but because of the work that his music does. Protest songs are one 
mechanism to deal with the “hidden injuries of class” that characterise contemporary 
society (Coulter 2005, 6) and this is something which Dempsey’s works seeks to 
expose. But Dempsey’s songs are also Art and like all good art, it is political in its 
invitation to think and critically reflect (Adorno 2001). A song like ‘Celtic Tiger’ 
captures a counter-hegemonic stand at a given moment in time but it also, as Jacques 
Attali has pointed out (1985), does not merely reflect society but potentially predicts 
it. In conclusion we reiterate that embracing the artistic endeavours of contemporary 
singer-songwriters like Dempsey is about recognizing the potential of music as a 
social intervention, as a political game-changer, and not just as an individual artistic 
endeavour and expression, as worthy at that is.  
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 Notes 
                                                        
1  The “Celtic Tiger” boom refers to a period from 1994 to 2008 when the Irish economy underwent a 
period of unprecedented and rapid economic growth. The ensuing rise in employment and prosperity 
caused many to reflect that Ireland had become completely capitalist in outlook. During this time 
period the level of employment rose from 51.7% in 1993 to 68.1% in 2006. Simultaneously, 
unemployment fell from 15.6% to 4.3% (CSO, 2006a cited in Kirby 2008, 13). 
 
2 Also see the chapter in this volume from Hajimichael for a discussion on a similar ‘bail out’ of 
Greece. 
 
3 Damien Dempsey is an award-winning artist, who has won several prestigious Irish Meteor Music 
Awards. His albums have topped the charts and gone Platinum. He has been lauded by performers 
including Brian Eno, Sinéad O’Connor, Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, and Morrissey and by the 
prestigious publications Rolling Stone Magazine, The Guardian, Billboard, MOJO and The Sunday 
Times amongst others. In Dempsey’s working-class neighbourhood of Donaghmede “a generation lies 
idle in a community struggling to re-establish its identity and sense of self”. In that context his 
connection with and recognition of the downtrodden is steadfast and his work has continually shone a 
“spotlight on aspects of modern society that are uncomfortable for many to face” 
(http://www.damiendempsey.com/biog.aspx).  
 
4 Ireland has a small elite upper-class and a relatively large middle-class, though this is likely to be 
considerably smaller as a result of the economic crisis, which saw for example huge increases in 
unemployment and negative equity in relation to property. The remainder of the population is working-
class with a dominant discourse constructing sections of the working-class as a distinct ‘underclass’.  
 
5 This is the native Irish language term used for the Irish Prime Minister. 
 
6 Such U-turns were not peculiar to Ireland. For example, while still in office, former French President, 
Nicolas Sarkozy (cited in Allen 2011, 171), argued that ‘the idea of the absolute power of the markets 
that should not be constrained by any rule, by any political intervention, was a mad idea. The idea that 
the markets were always right was a mad idea’. Yet within a few months of such statements the move 
to resurrect the systems which had caused the Global Financial Crash was underway in earnest 
throughout the EU. 
 
7 The Irish state acquired massive debts by ‘socialising’ the liabilities of private banks, particularly 
those of Anglo Irish Bank, which is now known as the IBRC. The total cost of these banking losses has 
been calculated to be approximately “€35 billion or 22% of Ireland’s nominal GDP in 2011”. Without 
this cost, Ireland’s debt-GDP ratio in 2011 could have been more or less the Eurozone average 
(Whelan 2012). In addition, between 2007/08 and 2011 €20bn (12% of GDP) was taken out of the 
economy in austerity budgets. While the Irish Fiscal Advisory Council7 championed such an approach, 
Taft (2011b) clearly demonstrates that the austerity policies achieved a negligable reduction in the 
deficit, despite the huge sums taken out of the domestic economy. For example, using the quintile share 
ratio, the EU’s measure of income inequality, Ireland scored well above the average for EU-15 
countries at this time, with the “biggest single-year increase in inequality of any EU country since this 
measurement began in the late 1990s” being recorded in Ireland in 2010 (Taft 2012; see Bissett 2012 
for a discussion of the consequences of this rise)  
 
8 The comments can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfjGSfuSQpA  
 
9 RTE is the Irish public service broadcaster.  
 
10 See http://www.damiendempsey.com/biog.aspx [accessed 19 Sept 2015]. 
 
11  Bob Marley (1945-1981) is celebrated as much for his unique singing style as he is for his 
Rastifarianism and the spirituality that inspires his songs. In the latter part of his career, in particular, 
Marley produced a number of politically charged song seeking change for the plight of Africans. His 
protest songs inspired Dempsey not just in terms of message but also in terms of style and form. For 
further reading on Marley see Farley (2007).  
                                                                                                                                                               
 
12 Producer John Reynolds also proved vital to the sound of the recorded version. 
 
13  For an understanding of social and economic life in 2003-2004, when the song was released, see 
Corcoran and Peillon (2006). 
14 For historical examples of how the Irish were viewed as black in the United States, see Ignatiev 
(1995).  
 
15 Accent or linguistic capital is a form of embodied cultural capital and remains a factor in how people 
judge others in Ireland. A strong Northside Dublin accent is a devalued form of linguistic capital 
because it is seen as a cultural manifestation of working class identity.  
 
16 For a discussion of sean-nós style ornamentation, see Williams and Ó Laoire (2011) and for a 
broader discussion of narrative singing in Ireland, see Shields (1995). 
 
17 See Mick Moloney’s Far From a Shamrock Shore (2002) for a discussion of this song. 
 
18 Charles Dickens published the novel in serial form during 1859. Dickens was an astute observer of 
class difference and many of his novels give great insight into the living conditions of working and 
poorer class of the time, particularly in industrial London. In this brief allusion, Dempsey manages to 
draw upon the cultural capital of Dickens’ social critique, evoking an equally divided city in the shape 
of contemporary Dublin. 
 
19 This line is from Charles Dicken’s novel Oliver Twist, which is about an orphan boy in a poor house 
who has little to eat. 
 
20 This is from the first commandment, see Exodus 20:3. 
 
21 Sources from http://www.sineadoconnor.com/full_discography/songs/celtic_tiger.php  [accessed 10 
Sept 2015] 
 
22 This is the native Irish language term used for Irish Prime-Ministers (plural). 
 
23 For example ‘Colony’ and ‘Choctow Nation’ (2005); ‘To Hell or Barbados’ (2007); ‘Born without 
Hate’ and ‘Moneyman’ (2012); ‘Simple Faith’ and ‘Sam Jenkins’ (2017).   
 
24 Thomas Moore was a poet, writer and lyricist whose lyrical creations for melodies collected from the 
old Irish Harpers in Belfast in 1792 by Edward Bunting, resulted in the production of one of the most 
successful publications of Irish songs in history.  Known collectively as Moores Melodies, these songs 
spoke nostalgically of the loss of the ancient gaelic aristocracy under waves of colonial incursions.  
The songs were enormously popular in the parlours of Dublin, London and across the United States 
where their ‘soft nationalism’ was never seen as an actual threat to the status-quo. 
 
25  These are counties outside the greater Dublin Metropolitan area which have becomes home to 
thousands of commuters to Dublin who are unable to afford houses within what might be understood as 
proper commuter distances. 
 
26 Almighty Love (2012) is the most fulsome expression of this. The album deals with themes of 
injustice (it contains references to Rosa Parks, Gandhi, Marie Colvin and Tony Benn) but also themes 
of love, loss, hope, despair and adventure. 
